
FMAC Agenda for Sept 21,2021 

 

 

 

1) ACE Project Funding-What is the status of the funding for the project 

after Ida? Has the $100,000 needed to be funded by the State of NY 

for the design phase been funded? This was promised by Gov. 

Hochul during her remarks in Mamaroneck after the storm .  When 

can we schedule a meeting with the Corps to discuss tweaking the 

project to tackle the devastation in Harbor Heights and along First 

Street.  The Corps told me that as they have not begun the design 

phase, now is the time to re look at different parts of the project and 

amend them. 

2) Re 1606 Ellis Place 

The Army Corps has confirmed to me that all new residential 

construction in a flood zone must be built with breakaway walls.  

FEMA’s guidelines also state this. 

What does the VOM intend to do about this in lieu of the significant 

flooding Harbor Heights experienced during Ida?  This home must 

have pillars installed to support the structure and the solid 

foundation walls must be removed to allow for water to flow under 

the structure. 

 



3) What is the status of the need to build over the BFE when building 

the memorial to Keith Yizar? 

4) What was the result of the presentation of our suggested legislation 

to the BOT in the work session? 

 

5) Jerry, any progress in your discussion with Debbie Reisner about 

the footbridge over Guion Creek? 

6) Kelly have you been able to make any progress on the design of the 

“Go-Bags” 

7) Trustee Natchez has pictures of raw sewage spewing out of the 

Road to Nowhere. Have these pictures been sent to the County 

Dept of Health, the State DEC and to Harrison.  It is imperative this 

be addressed, and Harrison cut back the Road which is such a 

source of flooding in the Heights. 

8) During a storm, in the past the VOM made it a point of leaving a fire 

truck in the Heights for rescue as once a storm begins the Heights 

becomes inaccessible.  Why wasn’t a truck left in the Heights during 

Ida? 

9) 163 Madison St discussion 

10)There is a tremendous build up of silt and gravel under the I 95 

overpass off Grove St.  Can this be removed? 

11) Why was there no communication from the Village pre Henri? 

The first communication was made at approx. 9:45 pm when the 



storm had passed and the water was receeding. At that point the 

communication said there was another 2/3” of rain expected and 

residents of the Heights and Washingtonville near the river should 

evacuate. This frightened residents further after zero prior 

communication.  The communication before/during and after Ida 

was exemplary. Which will be our process moving forward?  This 

needs to become and automatic system as it was in the past. 

12) It is now time to seriously look at cleaning out the access to the 

valves at the dam on the Mamk River and trying to make them 

operational once again.  This should be part of the discussion w 

the ACE. 


